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Simple and functional, the new IDRA hydraulic vertical sausage fillers feature a powerful hydraulic system that operates at a pressure of 120 bars.
Manufactured entirely from stainless steel, the machine can be completely disas-sembled for easy cleaning without requiring tools. 
It features characteristics typical of higher category models: 
- fully stainless steel cover and piston;
- silicone gaskets that act inside the cylinder for better seal and longer life of the gasket;
- hermetic protection of the hydraulic cylinder; 
- stainless steel piston rod;
- polished and rounded stainless steel cylinder, without obligatory direction; 
- powerful and silent ventilated motor operating at 2,800 rpm with immediate action; 
- automatic piston return when motor stops; 
- IP67 s/steel controls, 
- high-precision oil flow controller;
- oil tank with level gauge.
Request informationDownload product sheet
Share:EmailprintFacebookTwitterWhatsappTelegramLinkedinPinterest

This product appears in: 
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Product details
IS 50 IDRA



	Model: IS 50 IDRA
	Power: Watt 560 - Hp 0,75
	Cylinder capacity: lt 55
	Cylinder length: mm 520
	Cylinder diameter: mm 380
	Piston stroke: mm 440
	Min. forward speed: 6'
	Max forward speed: 75
	Backwar speed: 32
	ø Serie exaustfunnels: mm 10-18-25
	A: mm 730
	B: mm 550
	C: mm 1130
	D: mm 1250
	Net weight: kg 145
	Shipping: mm 760x640x1430
	Gross weight: kg 160
	HS-CODE: 84385000
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	Meat processing
DRAKE
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Meat processing
DRAKE MAN.
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Meat processing
FORMAT M
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Meat processing
FORMAT S
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	Meat processing
FORMAT SX
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Meat processing
IP 10 M
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Meat processing
IP 180 XP BA
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Meat processing
IP 20 M
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